The use of a model-driven approach to the analysis of repairable systems is considered and shown to be userul as a way of understanding the characteristics of such a system. However, considerable statistical problems arise from the use of a set of standard model-building elements. In particular, identification problems arise in many of the modeis. The argument is iIIustrated by examples from software reliability and mechanical reliability. The conclusion is that, in many cases, the exploratory data-analysis approach is as effective as the use of more sophisticated models.
The successful use of slochastic models and Ihe application of statistical techniques in the study of complex repairable systems seems to remain rather limited. There seems to be a gap between a model-driven approach and the statistical (data-analysis) approach. Models can be used to give insight into system behaviour, but are difficult to analyse statistically in terms of tinding estimators of their parameters. Simpier approaches based on what is intuitively altractive in statistical terms also seem to lose the essential features of the systems studied. In other words, given knowledge of the structure of the system and the behaviour of the components, we can model it successfully; but, when we must estimate model parameters in order to extrapolate the behaviour of a system, we meet problems.
In this paper, I tirst outline some of the models and indicate theoretically why the estimation through likelihood methods is not always successful. Secondly, on the basis of a few examples, the difficulties with likelihood are also illustrated. The conclusions to be drawn are that, in many cases, the exploratory data-analysis approach outlined by Bendell & Walls (1985) and Ansell & Phillips (1989) yields as much information as the data are capable of giving. In particular, the lack of identitiability in some of the model-based approaches means that observation of explanatory variables adds nothing to the knowledge obtained from the event data.
Dependency in syslem modelling
Some of the difficulties seem to lie with our feelings about what a model should describe, and with our lack of clarity about what we want to know. The problems mainly seem to arise from the desire for simplitication so that statistical analysis is possible. The difficulty forms a sub-theme in Ascher & Feingold (1984) , where they discuss extensively the problems of aggregation. In a complex system, subsystems and components follow different processes, but the data are of ten recorded without reference to these subprocesses. Thus we try to analyse the data with one of the simpIer or better-known point processes. The history of the subject also plays a part. Engineers have always been more concerned with models that deal with structural dependence-mostly in a deterministic sense until relatively recently, but also through the use of Markov models (e.g. Billinton & Allan 1983 . These models capture the essence of system behaviour, and allow different scenarios to be explored, but are usually difficult from the point of view of statistical analysis. On the ot her hand many of the methods of dealing with dependenee on explanatory varia bles have bee~ borrowed from ot her areas of statistics medical statistics in particular (Gore et al. 1984; Gail et al. 1980; Prentice et al. 1981) . The questions asked in medical statistics are frequent/y about the effect of a particular treatment on survival; they deal rarely with the times between reoccurrences of an illness, and pay little regard to the structure ofthe system. Recently developments in econometrics.have led to techniques for dealing with the statistical analysis of stochastic processes that more closely resem bIe the problems faced in reliability modelling (Heek man & Singer 1984; Lancaster 1990 ).
In th is paper, some natural approaches to dealing with dependency on covariates for repairable systems are out/ined. The approach maintains one common feature in al most all the models for repairable systems: the assumption that the intervals between failures are statistically independent. The development through time is reflected in the parameters of the distribution of the interval, and these parameters are of ten in their turn modelled as functions of explanatory covariates. The covariates may be as simple as the index number of the failure interval or a measure of maintenance effort. Most of the models fall in the class of semi-Markov processes, but in only one is the state transition matrix explicit/y required (Brown & Proschan 1983 ).
Nonrepairable systems
A nonrepai/'able system in this context is simply one that experienees only one type of event, calledfailu/'e, and is not restored to working order when it fails. Nonrepairable systems are the subject of survival analysis and are therefore important in medical statistics and the study of component reliability. The knowledge of component behaviour obtained from survival analysis can be used as a building block in the study of complex systems. A renewal process describes a system that, af ter a failure, is simply replaced by a new system with the same characteristics, so that the life distribution of the system is enough to deduce all the properties of the system. In more complex cases, if a system has regeneration points, and if the distribution of time between regeneration points is known, then a great deal can be /earnt about the system's behaviour. Many models for nonrepairable systems can reappear in what Cox (1973) calls modulated renewal processes. Proportional-hazards extensions of the idea of a modulated renewal process are discussed in detail by Prentice et al. (1981) .
As weil as studying the effects of the measurable covariates on the life of the component, we mayalso have to deal with heterogeneity in the observed systems. The heterogeneity may be intrinsic-for example, different suppliers may deliver
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systems of differing qualities-or there may be errors of measurement in the duration data and the covariates (Lancaster 1990; Vaupel et al. 1979) . In the following paragraphs, the basic models are outlined and illustrated; they can be used in combination as building blocks to model system behaviour.
Acceleratcd failure time
Perhaps the most intuitively attractive model is that of accelerated failure time. In this model, the effect of the covariiltes is assumed to be seen as changes in the time scale for the system. Suppose that the duration is a random variabIe T, and that the covariates are summarized in a vector Z = (ZI , ... , z,); then the assumption is that, if the duration of a system under standard conditions is T o , then its duration under conditions described by Z is (4.1) where p is a vector of parameters. The life is increased or decreased according to whether !/J < 1 or !/J > I. The behaviour of the model is most easily understood by considering the effect of the transformation (4.1) on a family of distributions. Suppose that Fo(') is a scalar distribution with density function fo(') and hazard rate ho(')' The system operating with covariate Zj = (Zjl , ... , Zjm) has a scale-transformed distribution given by
Estimation and inference for th is model are particularly straightforward if the acceleration factor is taken to be a quasi-linear, in the sense that we can express !/J(z. P) in the form !/J(pT z). A detailed treatment of estimation and interpretation for su eh models can be found in Newby & Winterton (1983) and Newby (1985 Newby ( , 1988 .
Introducing a location parameter offers the possibility of reflecting more of the features of a process as it unfolds through time. These models can be written in terms of the baseline distribution as
The presence of the location parameter allows the effects of accumulated aging or imperfect repair to be more effectively represented. The likelihoods for these models are not much more complicated than those for the two-parameter modeIs, although care has to be taken with the estimation of location parameters (Newby 1988; Smith & Naylor 1987) . Generally a grouped likelihood performs better than the Iikelihood itself (Cheng & Amin 1983; Cheng & lies 1987) .
Proportional hazards
One of the most widely used methods for the study of the effects of covariates is the proportional-hazards model. The basis of the model is the simple assumption that the hazard rate is affected in a multiplicative way by a relative risk factor. Since the hazard rate is a measure of aging, an increase in relative risk is an indication of more rapid aging. The model is simply expressed in terms of a baseline hazard rate ". (x) and a relative risk factor "'(1., fJ) dependent as above on a covariate vector z. The system operating with covariate Zj = (Zj' , ... , Zjm) has a hazard rate
with the assumption that, for standard conditions, "'(z) = I. Naturally '" must be non-negative, and the commonest choice is the Cox model (Cox 1972) 
The basic properties of the model are easy to deduce. However. the most valuable property is that, if we are prepared to leave the baseline hazard rate unspecified, the analysis of the effects of covariates can proceed on the basis of a partial likelihood th at is independent of ho. The problem can be studied through the use of the partial likelihood alone. With such a nonparametric approach. the importance of covariates can be explored, and predictions can be made about the effect of covariates on the relative risk; however, to make predictions about the future behaviour of systems, a parametric model generally has to be employed. The details of these models are readily accessible in the literature (Ansell & Phillips 1989 , 1990 Bendell el al. 1986; Cox & Oakes 1984; Prentice el al. 1981) and are also available in statistical packages such as BMDP.
Additive hazards
In this case, the baseline hazard ho is assumed to be modified in an additive way by the effect of covariates (pijnenburg 1991):
where we define "'j = "'(Zj, fJ)· For j = I , ... , r, the cumulative hazard functions are
the survivor functions become
and the densities are then
On considering the competing-risks model, it is clear thatthe additive-hazards model is a farm of competing-risks model with two (possibly fictional) components in series. However, the failing component cannot be determined. This remark is useful for simulating data from an additive model, since the failure time X is simply the minimum of (i) an exponential random varia bie X, sampled from the distribution with parameter "'j and (ii) a random variabie X o sampled from the baseline POINT-PROCESS MODELS FOR REPAIRABLE SYSTEMS 379 distribution. Mercer (1961) showed how an additive form arose naturally in a wear-dependent renewal process in which a stochastic wear process contributed additively to the failure rate of a component.
The moments are easily obtained by Laplace transformation. It is easy to see that the transfarms of the distributions and densities are
The transfarm of Jo can be written in terms of the noncentral moments
,, -0 n! Setting s = 0 in the above gives the first moments; higher moments can then be derived by differentiating under the integra!.
j(n + I). Then the first moment is
By repeatedly differentiating (6.1), the higher moments are obtained as
The results yield the following expression for the noncentral moments:
Ta derive the likelihood, assume that observations are made at Il values z, , ... , z" of the covariate, Xji is the ith observation (censored or act ua!) at level , nl. and L(j'(fJ,8) denotes the contribution to the loglikelihood for the observations (actual and censored) at Zj , where the parameter vector fJ is p·dimensional and 8 E R' is the parameter vector for Jo. The required likelihood equations are
where C j is the jth index set of censored observations and 1:>j = {I •... , Ij}\ C j {J,8) .
The necessary derivatives are which can be written 
This last can be written as a matrix equation on setting
wherc u = (u, , ... , up)' Equation (6.2) shows that, for a fixed 11, there is always the solution
and th at the existence of other solutions depends on the rank of 'I'. When p < n, the rank of 'I' is at most pand there more solutions than those of u(P, 8) = O. Further POINT-PROCESS MODELs FOR REPAIRABLE SYSTEMS 381 (Watson & Leadbetter 1964) , hazard rates satisfy (6.2) in the sense that
Thus. if h(l) = "'j + hoU) is a hazard rate, then it should satisfy (6.4), and the empirical version of (6.4) is just (6.3). This means that it is unlikely that a set of solutions can be found which, at the same time, satisfy the conditions for a hazard rate and are also other than the trivial solutions of (6.3).
Competing risks
The competing-risks model (David & Moeschberger 1978) has two interpretations: the first, as its name suggests, describes the lifetime of a system subject to several potential causes of failure; the second describes the lifetime of a series of components which fails as soon as one of the components fails. The occurrences of the potential failures can be regarded as a vector of random varia bles (T, , ... , 7;,) so that the failure time is the minimum of the 7i. If the survival function of 7i is R,(.) and the random variables 7i are independent, the system survival function is easily found to be
,.,
i-I
Competing risks arise naturally in reliability problems. in particular in the analysis of series systems and from 'weakest-link' arguments for systems consisting of statistically independent components. The '[3-factor' method for dealing with dependency is also a version of a competing risks model since, in effect, it analyses the system as a series of (i) a subsystem of independent components and (i i) a common-cause component (Lewis 1987) . The (non-)identifiability results reported in Crowder (199 I) show how to construct a competing-risks model that correctly reflects the behaviour of the system.
Frailty or mixtures
The idea of frailty or mixture models can be used in two ways: first simply as a way of introducing an idea of heterogeneity into the construct ion of a model, and secondly as an object of interest in itself. In demography and econometrics, the identification of a mixing distribution is of some importance; in reliability, the use of mixing distributions is more commonly a step in model building.
Frailty (Vaupel et al. 1979 ) is defined rather like proportional hazards, but differs in that the relative risk factor is a random varia bIe in th is case. Vaupel et al. define frailty i. in terms of the hazard rates of individuals in a population. They write h(x I i.) = i.ho (x) for the hazard rate of an individual with frailty i.; ho is again a standardized, or baseline, hazard rate. Ir the frailty at time x has a density w.! 0), the average hazard
Now, if the frailty i. x decreases with time, so will ;'X (since the weakest die young), and we see the apparent effect of the avcrage hazard rate for the population declining more rapidly than the hazard rate for individuals.
Mixture models also arise naturally in reliability (Lancaster 1990 here, as usual, z is a covariate and i. is a random variabie with density w, and the unconditional density and survivor function for x are
But no te that the hazard rate defined in terms of frailty is not the hazard rate of the unconditional distribution, th at is,
This observation also applies when we interpret the mixing model as a Bayesian model with prior w(i.) for a parameteri.; here again, care has to be taken over the choice of meaning for a hazard function, particularly when we wish to estimate a hazard function from data. For example, the Littlewood-Verrall model (Littiewood & Verrall 1973) mixes the density functions of the inter-failure times between the appearance of faults in a piece of software. However, the mixing process also seems to carry with it identification problems (Lancaster 1990; Ridder 1990 ).
Repairable systems
The choice of an appropriate model depends on what is expected of !he data. In a repairable system, a renewal process typifies the behaviour ofsystem in which a failed component is replaced by an identical new component. A lamp with the replacement of failed bulbs is a perfect example of a renewal process. The two points about the renewal process are that the system returns instantly to an 'as new' state and ages in exactly the same way as before. If the ideas of a renewal process are extended, then the system can be returned to the working state, but in a condition between the new state and the failed state: after arepair, the system may age more rapidly than before. All of the above models can incorporate each of these features, although not always in one model. The questions that are asked about such a system are 'can the development of the system through time be predicted?' and 'can the effects of different (Thompson 1981; Cox 1973; Prentice et al. 1981) . In this second case, i. is a piecewise continuous function with a discontinuity at each failure/ renewal time. It is also possible to have an intermediate situation in which the rate Î. has discontinuities only at certain events and not at others (Brown & Proschan 1981) .
The techniques outlined for a single sample can be extended, following Cox (1973) , to a modulated renewal process in place of the ordinary renewal process: the assumption of independent and identically distributed intervals is dropped and replaced by that of the interval length depending only on the state at the beginning of the interval, which may in turn depend on the number of preceding intervals but not on their length. The assumption is that the jth intervallength X. is distributed as Fj( 0). The aim of the models is to reftect in the F the changes in the system as its history unfolds. Through such models it is hope/to discover whether the system improves or deteriorates through time, and for example, to determine optimal maintenance or replacement policies.
The simplifying assumptions that the jth interval has distribution F means that the durations of the j th interval can be treated simply as a sample from F ~nd used to construct a log-Iikelihood LU) for that interval alone, the overalilog-lik~lihood is the sum " L = L LUI.
j-'
This likelihood also pro vides likelihoods for the parameters of F· as functions of explanatory varia bles. The estimators are, in principle, obtained a; solutions of the Iikelihood equations obtained by setting the appropriate derivatives of L equal to zero. Systematic use of the chain ru Ie frequently produces simple relationships bet ween the ordinary log-likelihoods and those where there is assumed to be an underlying model. Techniques for the analysis of renewal processes can also be carried over, in principle, to the modulated renewal process, although explicit closed formulae for measures of interest are mostly not available. If the explanatory varia bles are deterministic, interval number for example, we can proceed as for a renewal process: the time tn of event 11 is simply the sum of the n independently distributed interval lengths X;: so that the Laplace transform of gn( 0 j, the density of t n , can be written as 
V(s) = I 9,(S).
S i: I
When it comes to using these building bricks, a number of points are clear. Proportional-hazards and accelerated-failure-time approaches can only model the rate of aging between events. However, if these models are based on a basehne ha. zard rate "0(') with the property 11 0 (0) = 0, then every lOterval hazard ra te lIj also satlsfies ";(0) = O. If the hazard ra te is zero at time zero, then the system IS mstantaneously as good as new af ter a repair, even though thereafter It may age faster. An accumulation of aging will almast always require the interval hazard rate to satlsfy "j(O) > O. Of the modeIs considered here, only the additive-hazard model and the accelerated-failure-time model wlth a locatlon shIft satlsfy thls cntenon 10 general.
There are a few simp1e point-process models which allow the kinds of analyses available for noorepairable systems to be extended to deal with repairable systems. The two simple models are a nonhomogeneous Poisson process and a rencwal process, which have as the unique comman model the ordmary POIsson p:ocess. These two models also enable some more complicated models, Imperfect repaIr, and alternating renewal processes to be analysed with the same techniques ..
The history of the simplest processes is described by a sequenee of times 11, I" ... at whieh events, usually ealledfailures, oeeur; in cffcet, repaIr tImes are Ignored. Thc process ean also be dcseribed in terms of the inter-failure times. Definc 10 = 0 for eonsistency; then the inter-failure times are
Xj=tj-tj \_
The types of repair eonsidered here fall into three classes: a pe~fect repair whieh returns a system to its new state, a millimal repair whieh returns the system to workmg order but in exactly the same state as just befare the failue, and an imperfect repaIr which produces a working state that is better than immediately befare the fallure but not as good as the original state.
t O. Thc nonhomogeneous Poisson process
This process has two evocative names: bad-as-old and millimal-repair (Ascher & Feingold 1984) . The assumptions are that, af ter a failure, the system IS mstantaneously restored to the state in which it was immediately before the fallure. That IS, only sufficient work is done (minimal repair) to restore the system to working order; af ter repair, the system is as exactly as it was before the breakdown. The meaning of this assumption is that, if we look at a system immediately aner a breakdown at tIme s, then we cannot distinguish it from a system of the same type whlch has had na breakdown up to time s; all breakdowns can be regarded as the first breakdown af ter a period s with no breakdown. The survival function for the tlll~~ to the first breakdown is R(.). Thus the conditional survival functIon for the waltlng tIme IV to the next breakdown can immediately be written as
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and it is easy to show that the intensity for the process is just the current value of the hazard rate for the time to first failure regarded as a function and evaluated at the current time. A standard argument (Cox & Lewis 1978) shows that the process sa defined is a nonhomogeneous Poisson process (NHPP).
The NHPP is widely used in reliability growth modelling (the Duane model, Ascher & Feinfold 1984) and in software reliability growth modelling (MilIer & Keiller 1991) . The strength of the model is that it is simple and relatively f1exible, and the weakness is that it tends to be used as a black-box approach to data from repairable systems. It can provide a useful way to detect trends and dependence in data. The case of a constant intensity i. is a standard Poisson process, and many results from the standard Poisson process can be used by noting th at, in the time scale r = A(t), where A(.) is the mean-value function, the process becomes a standard Poisson process with unit rate. Time dependency is revealed through a nonconstant i ..
Conversely, an NH PP with intensity i. defines a bad-as-old or minimal-repair model. The important distinguishing feature is that the intensity i. is a continuous funetion of time (Thompson 1981) .
The scope for the use of covariates is somewhat limited. The problem is that i. is a continuous function; for non-time-varying covariates, the effect applies once and for all at the start of the process. When restrieted to time-independent eovariates, it is impossible to model the effect of changes in a system (for example, maintenance policy or improved components) during its lifetime. Continuously time-varying eovariates can, ho wever, appear simply in the rate function. A once-and-for-all effect can he determined by comparing the rate of occurrence of failures (ROCOF) under different policies. What the ROCOF can teil us is whether the system performance changes over time, and this aspect is widely used in modelling reliability growth and software reliability. Moreover, for this system, the expected number of failures in a fixed interval is easy to caleulate.
Both accelerated-failure-time and proportional-hazards versions are easy tO construct using a baseline intensity i. o ; the intensity functions are respectively
In view of the above remarks, it is clear that estimation of '" requires data from a number of systems operating with different values of z, and a single process history will not allow", to be estimated unless i. o is known a priori.
tt. Imperfect repair
The imperfect-repair model is easy to describe. lt is assumed that two sorts of repair can take place aft er a failure: the first kind is a perfect repair that returns the system to its original state; the second type is a minimal repair that restares the system to the working state, but only to the state just befare the failure. We shall not examine this model in detail, but remark that the sequences of time of a perfect repair are regeneration points for the process, and the process of intervals bet ween imperfect repairs is a renewal process (Brown & Proschan 1983) . The techniques applied to renewal and modulated renewal processes can be borrowed to determine many, of the properties of this model. The treatment is analogous to the treatment of the altemating renewal process (Whittaker & Samaniego 1989) .
Additive hazards
This approach arises naturally from the desire to model a system that, af ter arepair, is better than it was just before the repair, but not as good as new. Thus, suppose that a new system has interval hazard rate ho(.); then, af ter the (j -I )th failure, the interval hazard rate is I/Ij + ho(·). The attraction of th is model is that it appears as a simple additive analogue of the proportional-hazards approach, and that each failure contributes something to the age of the system, Moreover, thls model offers hazard rates that are not zero at time zero. However, in view of the problems of estimation described above, it can only be used in a phenomenological way to measure the magnitude of the jumps 1/1 in the hazard rate, and models for the I/Ij which make use of explanatory variables are unlikely to produce satlsfactory estimators of the parameters (pijnenburg 1991).
Virtual age
Here, af ter arepair, the system returns to working order, and the interval hazard ra te is that of a system which is not new but is better than a system whlch has undergone a minimal repair. This can be modelled by assuming that, af ter jth repair, the system begins to operate as a system with an age Tj' The parameter Tj IS the ,irtu,,1 "ge af ter arepair, This is also an approximation to Downton's model for the analysis of data from a nonhomogeneous Poisson process (Downton 1969) In whlch several co pies of the process are observed, but where the failure times and the identities of the processes are not recorded-{>nly the inter-failure times are known. The reliability function for the interval is
The hazard rate is
hj(x) = ho(x + T;J,
The virtual-age model also yields a measure of the relative survival chance at the beginning of each interval through Pj = Rö I (T;J. Thus it can be seen that, If Tj = 0 for all j, then the system is a renewal process; if Tj = t j for all j, then the system becomes an NHPP, This makes the model attractive in that it lies naturally between the NHPP and the renewal process, The model can be extended in two ways using proportional-hazards ideas or accelerated-failure-time ideas, The proportionalhazards version is h;<x) = I/Ijho(x + I/I;J.
With th is proportional-hazards model, the presence of the Tj means that a parametric likelihood function must be used to estimate the parameters 1/1 and T of the functIOns; POINT-PROCESS MODELS FOR REPAIRABLE SYSTEMS 387 the accelerated-failure-time version has a hazard rate of the form
hj(x) = -ho --.
I/Ij I/Ij
Later the accelerated-failure-time version will be illustrated, The parameter T is a measure of accumulated aging, and the parameter 1/1 is a measure of the rate at which aging occurs, In its most general form, the parameters 1/1 and T are assumed to be functions of explanatory varia bles, for instance a simple trend model would have 1/1 constant and T = T(~ + {Jj) or vice versa, However, just as with the additive hazards model, there are-as yet unresolved identification problems.
This model also solves a trivial-seeming difficulty with hazard rates, For the most commonly occurring distributions, apart from the exponential, the hazard rate and density at time zero are either zero or infinite. On examining data from repairable systems, the interval density almost always appears to be finite but nonzero at time zero, Noting that the jth interval density is shows that
Examples
Software reliabilit y
The two most common forms of model used in software reliability are versions of the NHPP (Goel & Okumoto 1979 ) and mixture models based on order statistics (Littlewood 1991), In this example, a family ofNHPP models based on a mean-value function is used to analyse a data set from Musa, The distinguishing feature of many analyses of software failure is that it is almost always possible to obtain a good fit to the data, but the forecasting power of the models is poor. The class of models used is described by AI-Ayoubi et al. (1990) and Miller et al. (1991) , The mean value for a software failure process is bounded because there is a finite initial number of faults; indeed the process generated is indistinguishable from an order statistics process, If the original number of faults follows a Poisson distribution with mean a, and the time taken to detect a fault is distributed as F(t), then the observed failure times come from a thinned Poisson process with mean-value function
This model also delivers a process with a bounded mean-value function, In th is case, the accelerated-failure-time approach is natural, and the scale parameter of the distribution F is then a measure of the relative performance of the debugging process for a particular piece of software, Using the scale-parameter model, the mean-value function is and the intensity function is
Since the intensity is a density function, it must eventually decline to zero, suggesting that these models represent a situation in which the intervals between faults are increasing but that the expected time to the discovery of the last fault is infinite.
The following familiar models are recovered by particular choices of distribution:
For the Littlewood model, based on the Pareta distribution,
for the Goel and Goel-Okumuto modeIs, using the Weibul/ distribution, 1\(1) = ~(I -e-""I");
and the extreme-value distribution gives
The likelihood in this case, for grouped data {(m" t,)}r'l with m, failures in the
where 11 = Lr. I m" with u, = tJb and u· = t'lb the end of the observation period.
In all cases the estimator for " is
which can be used to give a profile likelihood
'-I F(u')
The profile likelihood was maximized using NAG routine E04KBF, and the results were rather unstable. The model is illustrated using a data set from Musa, What is striking about the likelihood is that there are multiple maxima and th at the estimators are highly correlated. Although the model can yield a good fit to the data, the interpretation requires some care. The results are summarized in Table I , The contour map of the profile likelihood for the Pareto-based model is remarkable in that it exhibits multiple maxima along a ridge at about 45 (AI-Ayoubi et al. 1990 ), This ridge also shows the high correlation bet ween the shape and scale parameters in agreement with the estimated correlation in Table I . The extreme-value model also gives a likelihood which indicates a second maximum for the log-likelihood function. The predictions from the three models also vary widely, but all the models fit the data satisfactorily as measured by the Kolmogorov Smirnov statistic, which does not rejeet the hypothesis that the models fit at the 5% level. Miller et al. (1991) 0.1999 included these models in a 'super model' and showed that, af ter different lengths of time, different simple models were chosen on the basis of fit What can be seen from Table I is that there is again an identification problem in the sense that the likelihood values are all more or less the same and that, in this particular case, the fits are also more or less the same. The 'super model' fails to distinguish bet ween the simple models on Ihe basis of likelihood. Similar results are reported by Etezadi-Amoli & Ciampi (1987) in a study of a hazard regression model based on spline approximations; their model included proportional-hazards and acceleratedfailure-time mode Is as special cases. They also report 'ridges' in the likelihood and a nearly singular Hessian matrix as indicative of an identification problem in which same parameters must be arbitrarily assigned to allow estimation of all the parameters of interest McCollin er al. (1989) discuss more fully the use of explanatory varia bles so analyse the times between failure for a number of pieces of software. They indicate that the most widely used approach is the proportional-hazards one, in combination with one of the other basic modeIs described in this paper. Their conclusions were somewhat lentative but indicated that only two rather simple covariates could be used in modelling: the age of the software, and the sequence number of the fault. Although they fitted proportional-hazards models in same cases, the fits were always marginal. With these two covariates, the model reduces directly to one of the kind discussed above.
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The investigation of van Pul (1982a,b) into the likelihoods for the Musa and Littlewood models demonstrates that the number of observations needed to attain asymptotic normality in the maximum-likelihood estimators is extremely large, of the order of thousands of observations. Moreover, not all samples yielded acceptable estimators of the parameters of interest The problem appears to be twofold: firstly there is an identification problem in that the models cannot distinguish between (i) a system having a large number of faults with a small ra te of occurr.nce per fault and (ii) a system with few faults but with a high rate of occurrence per fault (Wright & Hazelhurst 1988) ; and secondly the likelihoods themselves are ill-conditioned. is given by
A mechanical syslem
As with many other data sets no covariates were reported and so the simplest version of the model was taken with interval hazard rate hi(x) = ~ ho(X + Til,,).
"' i "' i
A grouped Iikelihood was used. The Iikelihood function appears to have multiple maxima, and the two parameters Ti and "' i are also highly correlated. The Iikelihood was maximized using the PC-MATLAB package (Grace !990). Two different sets of parameters produced equa! values of the likelihood, but only one of these sets was not rejected on the basis of chi-square tests, Thus there are, once more, indications of an identifiability problem. The results are reported in Table 3 ; the empirical and fitted densities are shown in Fig.! .
14, Summary
The discussion and ex am pies given here shown that, although the parametric models can be fitted to failure data from repairable systems, there are frequently identification problems something not usually discussed in reliability analysis-and the unsatisfactory behaviour of the likelihood function and estimators, Remarkably, the conclusions seem to be that data analysis based on nonhomogeneous Poisson processes or proportional hazards is Iikely to yield most of the information avaitable in the data, even though these models do not necessarily truly represent the underlying process and may even seem unlikely in certain situations. In particular, the proportional-hazards model appears very robust alld requires few assumptions. Thus, while the proportional-hazards model may not give an adequate representation ofthe process, it can frequently give a pointer to the relative importance and influence of explanatory varia bles, and it allows the detection of dependencies.
